RNase P is a catalytic ribonucleoprotein primarily involved in tRNA biogenesis. Archaeal RNase P comprises a catalytic RNase P RNA (RPR) and at least four protein cofactors (RPPs), which function as two binary complexes (POP5RPP30 and RPP21 RPP29). Exploiting the ability to assemble a functional Pyrococcus furiosus (Pfu) RNase P in vitro, we examined the role of RPPs in influencing substrate recognition by the RPR. We first demonstrate that Pfu RPR, like its bacterial and eukaryal counterparts, cleaves model hairpin loop substrates albeit at rates 90-to 200-fold lower when compared with cleavage by bacterial RPR, highlighting the functionally comparable catalytic cores in bacterial and archaeal RPRs. By investigating cleavage-site selection exhibited by Pfu RPR (±RPPs) with various model substrates missing consensus-recognition elements, we determined substrate features whose recognition is facilitated by either POP5RPP30 or RPP21RPP29 (directly or indirectly via the RPR). Our results also revealed that Pfu RPR+RPP21RPP29 displays substrate-recognition properties coinciding with those of the bacterial RPR-alone reaction rather than the Pfu RPR, and that this behaviour is attributable to structural differences in the substratespecificity domains of bacterial and archaeal RPRs. Moreover, our data reveal a hierarchy in recognition elements that dictates cleavage-site selection by archaeal RNase P.
INTRODUCTION
The ubiquitous endoribonuclease RNase P is responsible for generating matured tRNAs with monophosphate at their 5 0 -end. In Bacteria, the holoenzyme consists of one RNA (RPR) and one protein (RPP) subunit while in Archaea and Eukarya the number of proteins are at least four and nine, respectively (1) (2) (3) . Irrespective of the source, the RNA is the catalytic subunit of RNase P and it can mediate cleavage at the correct position in the absence of protein (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) . An interesting variant is the recently reported RNase P-like activity derived from human mitochondria that consists of a complex of three proteins (10) .
Lowered metal ion requirement and increased efficiency of cleavage by the holoenzyme compared with the RPRalone reaction is attributable to the bacterial RPP enhancing the RPR's affinity for the precursor tRNA (ptRNA) and catalytically important metal ions, accelerating product release from the RPR and preventing rebinding of the 5 0 -matured tRNA cleavage product to the RPR; the bacterial RPP also broadens substrate specificity and stabilizes the native structure of the RPR (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) . In contrast to these detailed insights on the bacterial RPP, little is known about the role and function of the various RPPs in archaeal and eukaryal RNase P, although there are reasons to expect contributions from archaeal/eukaryal RPPs in this regard. For example, the multi-protein human RNase P holoenzyme differs from the human RPR in that it does not cleave model hairpin stem-loop substrates, although the caveat remains that assay conditions used were different in the two cases (7, 23) . Moreover, cleavage of the atypical precursor tRNA
His by the eukaryotic RNase P holoenzyme generates a mature tRNA with a 7-bp-long acceptor stem (3, (24) (25) (26) ; in contrast, human RPR (without any protein subunits) cleaves precursor tRNA His at the same position as bacterial RPR resulting in an 8-bp long acceptor stem (7) . While these studies suggest that RPPs influence cleavage-site selection, the inability to reconstitute eukaryotic RNase P has prevented identification of the RPPs (and the underlying mechanisms) responsible for these substrate-recognition effects.
As a model for the biochemically intractable eukaryotic counterpart, we have used Pyrococcus furiosus (Pfu) RNase P in our substrate-recognition studies. Archaeal RNase P presents an interesting montage made up of an RNA, which bears striking resemblance to the bacterial counterpart, and four proteins, which have eukaryotic homologs. Such a mosaic ribonucleoprotein (RNP) offers an opportunity to dissect subtle and complex inter-subunit functional cooperation, which likely resulted from dynamic co-evolution of RNPs. Our work plan was also motivated by the ability to reconstitute Pfu RNase P from in vitro transcribed RPR and four recombinant RPPs (6) .
Apart from ptRNAs, several other RNAs have been demonstrated to be RNase P substrates [Kirsebom (2007) and references therein]. For example, short model hairpin loop substrates are cleaved both by bacterial and eukaryal RPRs (7, 27) . Recently, we examined cleavage of model substrates by bacterial RPR and provided experimental evidence for an induced fit that is mediated by an interaction between the T-stem/loop (TSL-region) and the RPR's TSL-binding-site (TBS-region) (28) . On the basis of these findings, we decided to investigate whether archaeal RPRs could cleave model substrates, especially since their TBS-region differs from that in bacterial RPRs [e.g. Escherichia coli RNase P RNA, M1 RNA or Eco RPR; (29) ], and archaeal RPPs influenced cleavage-site selection. Here we present data demonstrating that Pfu RPR can cleave model hairpin loop substrates, some comprising only 3 bp. Moreover, by using substrates lacking specific structural elements and mapping the cleavage-site selection exhibited by the archaeal RPR in the absence and presence of the full or partial suite of RPPs, we have gained insights into how protein cofactors influence the substrate-recognition properties of their cognate RNA catalyst.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of substrates, Eco and Pfu RPRs, RPP21RPP29 and POP5RPP30
The different substrate variants of pATSer and pMini3bp were purchased from Dharmacon, USA and labelled with 32 P at the 5 0 -end with [g-32 P]ATP as previously described (28) .
The Eco (M1 RNA) and Pfu RPR variants were generated as T7 RNA polymerase run-off transcripts as described in detail elsewhere [(30) and references therein]. The Pfu RPR variant RPR C270 behind the T7 promoter was generated using QuikChange Site-Directed Mutagenesis (Stratagene) with appropriate oligonucleotides and the plasmid pBT7-Pfu RPR (6) as template. The archaeal-bacterial chimeric RPR EcS3 derivative was generated using PCR as described in Supplementary information.
Pfu RPPs (RPP21, RPP29, RPP30 and POP5) were purified and used as described elsewhere [(6); Chen et al., in press).
RNase P assays
RNA-alone reactions. Cleavage was conducted in buffer C [50 mM MES (pH 6.1 at 37 C), 0.8 M NH 4 OAc and specified Mg(OAc) 2 concentrations and temperature]. The assay pH was chosen on the basis of previous reports suggesting that cleavage is rate limiting at pH 6.1 for Eco RPR-mediated catalysis [(31) and references therein]. For the Mg 2+ titration and cleavage-site recognition experiments, the final concentrations of Eco and Pfu RPRs were between 1.6 and 3.7 mM as indicated while the substrate concentration was $0.02 mM (for all substrates tested). Prior to initiating the reaction, the substrate and RPR were pre-incubated at the indicated temperature for 2 and 10 min, respectively. The longer pre-incubation time for RPR ensures optimal folding of the RNA (6, 30) .
Determining if cleavage of the enzyme-substrate (ES) complex is slower than its dissociation (ref 32 and references therein). Pre-folded Pfu RPR (3.7 mM) was mixed together with $0.02 mM substrate in 20 ml and incubated at 37 C. Ten minutes after the initiation of the reaction, 10 ml from this mixture was transferred to 2 ml of dilution buffer C containing 800 mM Mg(OAc) 2 . At each time point post dilution, a 200-ml aliquot was removed and reaction contents precipitated by adding 700 ml of 99.5% ethanol, 20 ml of 3 M NaOAc (pH 5.1) and 2 ml of glycogen (20 mg/ml). The samples were frozen at À20 C overnight followed by centrifugation for 40 min at Â16 000g in a micro-centrifuge (Eppendorf) at 4 C. The precipitated RNA was dried, dissolved in 10 ml of H 2 O and 20 ml of stop solution [10 M urea, 10 mM EDTA, 0.025% (w/v) bromophenol blue and 0.025% (w/v) xylene cyanol] and the reaction products were analyzed as described below. (Note: In parallel, a control experiment was conducted with 3.7 mM Pfu RPR and $0.02 mM substrate, wherein substrate cleavage was followed as a function of time in the absence of dilution after 10 min.)
Cleavage in the presence of Pfu RPP21RPP29 and POP5RPP30. Formation of partially or fully reconstituted Pfu RNase P holoenzymes with RPP21 RPP29, POP5RPP30 or both binary RPP complexes were performed essentially as described elsewhere (6) . The reactions were performed in a final volume of 10 ml in buffer D [50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 800 mM NH 4 OAc and 30 mM (or 300 mM) MgCl 2 )]. While the final concentration of Pfu RPR was 0.5 mM for the RPR-alone reaction, it was 0.25, 0.05 and 0.01 mM in the presence of RPP21RPP29, POP5RPP30 and all four RPPs, respectively. The RPPs were typically used at a concentration that was 5-to 10-fold greater than that of the RPR. RNP assembly was performed as follows. Briefly, Pfu RPR was incubated in DEPC-treated H 2 O for 50 min at 50 C. This was followed by incubation at 37 C for 30 min. Then, buffer D and MgCl 2 were added to give the final concentrations stated above in the final reaction mixture and followed by incubation for 10 min at 37 C. After these pre-incubations, the different RPPs were added and incubations continued first for 5 min at 37 C and then for 10 min at 55 C. The processing reactions at 55 C were initiated by the addition of 2 ml of [g- 32 
RESULTS
Cleavage of a hairpin loop substrate by Pfu RPR
Cleavage of the model hairpin loop substrate pATSerUG ( Figure 1 ) by Eco RPR has been used extensively in our studies of bacterial RPR (7, 28, 31, (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) . Hence, we chose pATSerUG to investigate whether Pfu RPR could cleave model hairpin loop substrates, and extended these studies to include model hairpin substrates with only 3-or 4-bp stems capped by a GAAA-tetra loop. The latter substrates are referred to as pMini3bpUG and pMini3bpCG, respectively [ Figure 1 ; (28)]. First, we studied cleavage at either 37 C or 55 C and as a function of Mg 2+ under single turnover conditions at pH 6.1; in the case of pMini3bpUG, experiments were only performed at 37 C. The higher temperature of 55 C was chosen since Pfu is a hyperthermophile, while studies at 37 C allowed us to compare the Pfu RPR results with previous findings on the bacterial RPR [(6,28) and references therein]. Below, cleavage at +1 refers to phosphodiester hydrolysis between À1 (the last nucleotide of the 5 0 -leader) and +1
(the first nucleotide of the 5 0 -matured product), and miscleavage refers to bond breakage between À2 (the penultimate nucleotide of the 5 0 -leader) and À1. As inferred from the mobility of the 5 0 -cleavage fragments, Pfu RPR (like Eco RPR) cleaved pATSerUG at+1 ( Figure 2 lanes 4 and 7) . Maximum cleavage by Pfu RPR required a high concentration of Mg
2+
, with activity plateauing at $600 mM, irrespective of temperature ( Figure 3 ; data not shown). This Mg 2+ requirement is significantly higher compared with cleavage of the same substrate by Eco RPR wherein maximal activity is observed at $200 mM (28) . Pfu RPR also cleaved pMini3bpUG at +1. Interestingly, similar Mg 2+ profiles were observed for both pATSerUG and pMini3bpUG ( Figure 3 ). This observation contrasts with Eco RPR, which requires $200 and $600 mM Mg 2+ for optimal cleavage of pATSerUG and pMini3bpUG, respectively [(28), Wu and Kirsebom, unpublished data].
From Figure 3 , we also calculated the Hill coefficients for cleavage of pATSerUG to be 4.2 and 4, respectively. These values are similar to those reported for bacterial RNase P (20) and are consistent with a minimal requirement of four Mg
-binding sites to stabilize the Pfu RPR-pATSerUG (or -pMini3bpUG) complex, highlighting parallels in cleavage of different substrates, and in the mechanism of action of archaeal and bacterial RPRs. Although the Hill equation permits quantitative comparisons of results from independent investigations on RNase P variants, drawing parallels is complicated by possible differential displacement of ions upon substrate binding and differences in ion-atmosphere effects or ionic strength (dissimilar in different studies).
Next, we determined the kinetic constants k obs and k obs / K sto at 37 C and 55 C for cleavage of pATSerUG under saturating single turnover conditions at pH 6.1 and at 800 mM Mg 2+ ( Figure 4 ). From the simplified Scheme 1
(which corresponds to k cat /K m as determined under mutiple turnover conditions) while k obs reflects k 2 , the rate of cleavage. Moreover, to assess whether
conditions (see 'Materials and Methods' section). Our data ( Figure 1 in Supplementary Data) showed that through large dilution of a pre-assembled ES-complex, generated with either pATSerUG or pMini3bpUG, the substrate could be dissociated from the enzyme (RPR) preventing any further increase in rate of cleavage post-dilution due to the inability of the substrate to rebind for cleavage. These data are consistent with k À1 >> k 2 and K sto & K d under these reaction conditions. Comparing k obs for Pfu and Eco RPR at 37 C revealed that Pfu RPR cleaved pATSerUG with a 200-fold slower rate than Eco RPR (Table 1) . By increasing the temperature to 55 C, the Pfu RPR's k obs increased $60-fold. The k obs and k obs /K sto are quite similar for cleavage of pATSerUG and pMini3bpUG by Pfu RPR. Additionally, since K sto & K d , we infer that these two substrates bind to Pfu RPR with equal affinity. The k obs values reported here are lower compared to cleavage for Eco RPR but they are significantly higher than the value previously reported for another archaeal RPR (8); however, this difference is not wholly unexpected given that Li et al. (8) determined k obs at a lower Mg 2+ concentration (100 mM) and lower temperature (37 C), used a precursor tRNA substrate and a different RPR (from Methanothermobacter thermautotrophicus).
It is instructive to compare the K d and k obs values for Pfu RPR-mediated cleavage of pATSerUG at 37 C versus 55 C ( Table 1 ). The K d increased 10-fold when the temperature was increased from 37 C to 55 C, perhaps as a result of fewer productive ES interactions that would be expected from increased motion of the RPR and substrate at 55 C. However, the k obs increased 60-fold, consistent with the expectation that enzymes from thermophilic sources are weaker catalysts at moderate temperatures, an observation already made with a bacterial RPR from Thermus thermophilus (41) .
Pfu and Eco RPRs show differences in cleavage-site selection
Having established that Pfu RPR cleaves model hairpin loop substrates, we decided to study cleavage-site recognition properties and compare it with the bacterial Eco RPR. Hence, pATSerCG, pATSerCG GAAA and pMini3bpCG ( Figure 1 ) were selected since Eco RPR is known to cleave these three substrates at both +1 and À1, although to a variable extent depending on the substrate (28, 34) . As shown in Figure 2 (and data not shown), Pfu RPR cleaved these three substrates mainly at the +1 position. With pATSerCG GAAA , this is a notable difference compared with the cleavage pattern for Eco RPR, which cleaves this substrate mainly at the À1 position (28) .
Comparing the secondary structures of Pfu RPR with Eco RPR (Figure 5 , area highlighted in dark grey) reveals variations in the paired regions P10 and P11, which are Figure 1 . Comparison of the predicted secondary structures of a ptRNA in grey and the model hairpin loop substrates used in this study. The highlighted regions/residues in the model substrates, pATSer and pMini3bp, were substituted to generate the different variants as indicated. The canonical RNase P cleavage sites between residues À1 and +1 are marked with arrows. The residue numbering of the residues near the cleavage site follows that of a ptRNA (e.g. the residue immediately preceding the 3 0 -terminal CCA-motif corresponds to the discriminator base at position +73). The experiments were performed under saturating single-turnover conditions at pH 6.1 and 800 mM Mg 2+ as described in 'Materials and Methods' section. The final concentration of substrate was 20 nM. The concentration of the different RPR variants was varied between 0.4 and 30 mM and the concentration range varied depending on the RPR and substrate used. ND, not determined.
part of the TSL-binding site (TBS) in the S domain. Base substitutions in the Eco RPR's TBS suppress the miscleavage of pATSerCG GAAA at À1 (28) . Therefore, to examine whether the altered structure of the Pfu RPR's TBS in part accounts for its cleavage of pATSerCG GAAA mainly at +1, we replaced the S domain of Pfu RPR with that of Eco RPR ( Figure 5 ). This variant is referred to as Pfu RPR EcS3. Indeed, Pfu RPR EcS3 cleaved pATSerCG GAAA with an increased frequency at the À1 position, roughly to the same extent as Eco RPR (Figure 6 ). This suggests that the S domains of Pfu and Eco RPRs, with their structurally different TBS regions, interact differently with the GAAA-tetra loop in pATSerCG GAAA .
Cleavage of various model hairpin loop substrates in the presence of archaeal RPPs
Model hairpin loop substrates are also cleaved in the presence of RPPs. Pfu RNase P consists of an RPR and four RPPs (see above). Cleavage activity can be reconstituted by assembling the RPR with all four proteins or partially with two different binary RPP complexes: RPP21RPP29 and RPP30POP5 (6) . To investigate whether model hairpin substrates are also cleaved by Pfu RPR assembled with these binary RPPs, we tested cleavage of pATSerUG and pMini3bpUG. The assays were performed in the presence of 30 or 300 mM Mg 2+ at 55 C. The RPR with either binary RPP complex or all four RPPs cleaved pATSerUG ( Figure 7A , lanes 2-8) as well as the short model substrate pMini3bpUG ( Figure 7C, lanes 2-8) at +1. Therefore, Pfu RPR can cleave model hairpin loop substrates both with and without cognate RPPs.
Influence of RPP21RPP29 on cleavage-site recognition. We next assessed the role of Pfu RPPs in cleavage-site selection by the catalytic RPR moiety. In the first set of experiments, we focused on the 'TSL/ TBS-interaction' (2), which has been suggested to play an important role for efficient cleavage by Eco RPR and also account for why the presence of a GAAA-tetraloop (instead of a tRNA T-loop) in pATSerCG GAAA results in its cleavage preferentially at À1 (28). As discussed above, compared to Eco RPR (M1 RNA), the secondary structure of the TBS-region in Pfu RPR is different from the Eco RPR ( Figure 5 ). Taken together with the footprint of RPP21RPP29 in the archaeal RPR's S domain (42) , it is reasonable to expect that this binary complex might influence the TSL/TBS-interaction and/ or directly bind to the substrate's TSL region. To address this hypothesis, we focused on pATSerCG GAAA , which is cleaved mainly at the +1 position by Pfu RPR (Figure 2; see above) .
Indeed, addition of RPP21RPP29 resulted in substantial cleavage of pATSerCG GAAA at À1 (70%) in striking contrast to POP5RPP30 (20%) and even the RPR-alone reaction (<6%; Figures 6 and 7E) . Addition of all four RPPs also resulted in cleavage preferentially at À1, perhaps indicative of the greater influence of RPP21RPP29 in the process of selecting the cleavage site in pATSerCG GAAA . Raising the Mg 2+ concentration to 300 mM resulted in a suppression of cleavage at the À1 position with Pfu RPR+RPP21RPP29. Since pATSerCG with an intact T-loop was cleaved mainly at the +1 position both in the absence and in the presence of the RPPs (Figure 7D ), miscleavage resulted from replacement of the T-loop with the GAAA tetraloop. . The experiment was conducted at 37 C in buffer C containing 800 mM Mg 2+ (see 'Materials and Methods' section). The data represent mean and experimental errors calculated from at least three independent experiments. Insets correspond to Eadie-Hofstee plots using the primary kinetic data. The k obs and k obs /K sto values are summarized in Table 1 .
Previous studies with the bacterial RPR concluded that miscleavage is linked to the presence of the C À1 /G +73 pair in the substrate (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) 43) . Therefore, to understand whether cleavage of pATSerCG GAAA at the À1 position depends on the identity of the residue at À1 and/or the C À1 /G +73 pair, we analyzed the cleavage patterns of several pATSer derivatives, referred to as pATSerUA, pATSerCA, pATSerUA GAAA , pATSerCA GAAA and pATSerUG GAAA (Figure 1 ). All these substrates were cleaved preferentially at +1 with and without the various combinations of the Pfu RPPs both at 30 and 300 mM Mg 2+ (data only shown for pATSerUG GAAA , Figure 7B ). Therefore, we conclude that the C À1 /G +73 base pair in pATSerCG GAAA influences the cleavage-site selection process in the presence of RPP21RPP29 and to a lesser extent in the presence of only POP5RPP30.
Influence of POP5RPP30 on cleavage-site recognition. As discussed above, hairpin loop substrates consisting of only 3 and 4-bp long stems (pMini3bpUG and pMini3bpCG) were cleaved in the presence of the different Pfu RPPs. The pMini3bp substrates most likely do not interact with the TBS-region of the RPR rather this type of substrates relies mainly on the interactions between RPR and the 3 0 -end as well as the residue at À1 of the substrate (2). Consistent with this expectation, substitution of G 270 with C 270 in Pfu RPR (Pfu RPR C270 ) resulted in lower cleavage efficiency of pMini3bpCG as well as cleavage mainly at À1. Conversely, changing C +74 (the first C at the 3 0 -end; Figure 1 ) to G +74 reduced the rate and resulted in miscleavage at À1 by the wt Pfu RPR while Pfu RPR C270 cleaved this mutant substrate more like wt Pfu RPR [ Figure 2 in Supplementary Data; see also (44) ]. This result led us to postulate that cleavage of pMini3bp substrates might yield clues as to which of the two binary complexes might affect the interactions between the RPR and the À1 position and the 3 0 -end of the substrate. Regardless of whether we used pMini3bpUG or pMini3bpCG, RPP21RPP29 was unable to aid the Pfu RPR to cleave these substrates at 30 mM Mg 2+ . In stark contrast, both substrates were cleaved efficiently by Pfu RPR+POP5RPP30 (Figure 7C and F) , as expected from the ability of this binary complex to bind to the C domain (6, 42) and thereby promote substrate interactions with the À1 position and/or the NCCA-motif at the 3 0 -end. However, there are some differences in the cleavage sites chosen. With pMini3bpUG, cleavage was mainly at +1 ( Figure 7C, lane 4) . In contrast, pMini3bpCG was cleaved at both +1 and À1 with approximately equal frequency ( Figure 7F, lane 4) . We also note that increasing the Mg 2+ concentration resulted in a reduction in cleavage at the À1 position in the presence of POP5RPP30. From these data, we conclude that the POP5RPP30 protein complex influences cleavage-site selection for substrates with only the À1 and 3 0 -NCCA determinants present.
DISCUSSION
General framework for understanding substrate recognition by RNase P
To appreciate the similarities and differences in substrate recognition by archaeal and bacterial RNase P, we first elaborate a general working model for cleavage-site selection. Efficient cleavage at the correct position depends on the coordinated recognition of several determinants, whose hierarchy remains unclear. The TSL/TBS-, RCCA-RNase P RNA (interacting residues underlined), A 248 /N À1 and G +1 /unknown (RPR) motif interactions represent four different substrate-bacterial RPR interactions that are vital for (i) binding the substrate and positioning chemical groups at the site of cleavage, (ii) exposing the scissile linkage for nucleophilic attack, (iii) preventing a nucleophilic attack by the 2 0 -OH at position À1 (corresponds to a negative determinant) and (iv) positioning the catalytic metal ions, which promote the chemical cleavage (numbering of residues based on Eco RPR). Mutant bacterial RPRs or substrates in which these contacts were individually disrupted reveal some redundancy in the determinants required to specify the cleavage site. Moreover, several experimental observations support the idea that interactions between the RPR/RPPs and substrate influence both the positioning and affinity of the metal ions at the site of cleavage (2, 3, 45, 46) .
The bacterial RPR is made up of two independently folding modules termed the catalytic (C) and specificity (S) domains, with the former responsible for cleavage of the scissile linkage in the substrate [ Figure 5 ; (47, 48) ; see also (6) ]. The S domain recognizes the TSL region in the ptRNA, and this interaction is believed to promote an . The final concentration of RPR was $1.8-3.6 mM (wt Pfu RPR), 4.9 mM (Pfu RPR EcS3 ) and 3.7 mM (Eco RPR), while the substrate concentration was $0.02 mM. The incubation time for the reactions were 234-257 min (wt Pfu RPR and Pfu RPR EcS3 ) and 0.5 min (Eco RPR). Figure 7 . Cleavage of various model hairpin substrates by Pfu RPR with and without RPPs. Panels A-F show cleavage of pATSerUG, pATSerUG GAAA , pMini3bpUG, pATSerCG, pATSerCG GAAA and pMini3bpCG, respectively. The RPR-alone reactions were performed in buffer C containing 800 mM Mg 2+ , while those in the presence of RPPs were performed at 37 C in buffer D containing either 30 or 300 mM Mg 2+ (as indicated). In each panel, the lanes correspond to: 1, no enzyme; 2, Pfu RPR alone; 3 and 6, Pfu RPR + RPP21RPP29; lanes 4 and 7, Pfu RPR + POP5RPP30 and lanes 5 and 8, Pfu RPR + all four proteins. %cleavage at À1, frequency of cleavage at this position; ND, not determined.
induced fit in the C domain that positions chemical groups and/ or catalytically important Mg 2+ near the correct cleavage, thus preventing miscleavage (28, 39, 40) . If a correct 'TSL/TBS interaction' is established (e.g. in the case of pATSerUG), then chemical groups and/or Mg 2+ at the cleavage site are organized to promote cleavage at +1. If this interaction is absent or altered, the cleavage at +1 could still be favored provided other determinants are in place (the A 248 /N À1 and the RCCA-RNase P interactions; e.g. the case with pATSerUG GAAA ). However, if the 'TSL/TBS interaction' is altered or missing along with one of these other determinants (e.g. pATSerCG GAAA or pMini3bpCG), then miscleavage occurs at À1. This is likely due to a change in positioning of chemical groups and/or catalytic Mg 2+ required for cleavage at +1. Alternatively, although not mutually exclusive, the inability to either disrupt the C À1 /G +73 pair in these substrates or promote formation of the 'A 248 /N À1 interaction' could result in miscleavage at À1 ( Figure 5 ).
Cleavage of model substrates by archaeal and bacterial RPRs: parallels and differences Pfu RPR cleaves model hairpin loop substrates as demonstrated previously for both bacterial and eukaryal RNase P RNA (7, 27 , reinforcing the idea of functional equivalence of the C domains of bacterial and archaeal RPRs, first deduced from sequence comparisons (49) . However, this similarity could be uncovered only when structural defects in the archaeal RPR, due to the lack of stabilizing structural elements present in the bacterial RPR (45) , are ameliorated by selected assay conditions. A recent study drew a similar inference, albeit the functional parallel became evident after introducing minimal changes in the archaeal RPR to mimic the bacterial counterpart (8) .
[Note: Based on structural variations, archaeal RPRs are classified into types A and M (49) . Currently, our inferences apply to type A, of which Pfu RPR is a member.]
The near-similar rates of cleavage of a model substrate belie the different cleavage sites selected by Eco and Pfu RPRs. While Eco RPR cleaved pATSerCG GAAA preferentially at À1, cleavage by Pfu RPR occurred mainly at+1 (Figure 1 ). Two reasons might account for the Pfu RPR's behavior. Although Eco and Pfu RPRs share universally conserved nucleotides and exhibit overall similarities in secondary structure (29, 49, 50) , closer inspection reveals that their TBS regions are different (see P10-11 in Figure 5 ). There are two A-bulges in Eco RPR, while there is only one in Pfu RPR. We reason below why the altered TBS in the Pfu RPR might result in lack of interactions with the T-loop in pATSerUG and the GAAA-tetraloop in pATSerCG GAAA .
With Eco RPR, two observations support the idea that the TSL/TBS interaction influences events at the cleavage site. First, mutations in the P10-11 region of Eco RPR resulted in cleavage of pATSerCG GAAA preferentially at the +1 (correct) site and suppression of miscleavage at À1 (28) . Second, Eco RPR-mediated cleavage of pATSerUG and pMini3bpUG, which differ in the length of the acceptor-and T-stems equivalents, requires lower Mg 2+ concentration for optimal cleavage of the former [ (28) (28)]. The longer stem and the presence of the T-loop in pATSerUG lowers the Mg 2+ requirement for catalysis, probably due to the interactions that it promotes with the Eco RPR; the absence of such contacts with Pfu RPR might therefore account for the uniformly higher Mg 2+ requirement to cleave both short-or long stem-containing model substrates.
While both the bacterial and archaeal RPRs cleave model substrates, there are clearly differences in how they recognize substrate structural elements. Recent data strongly support the premise that the structural differences in the TBS-region of Eco and Pfu RPRs might result in weaker/altered substrate recognition by the latter. Replacing the S domain of the archaeal Methanothermobacter thermautotrophicus (Mth) RPR with the corresponding S domain from Eco RPR improved the catalytic activity of the chimeric RPR, likely due to improved substrate binding conferred by the bacterial RPR's S domain (8) . Moreover, covalent tethering of a ptRNA to Methanocaldococcus jannaschii (Mja) RPR resulted in accurate self-cleavage (0.05 min À1 at pH 5.1) even though this archaeal RPR, under various conditions tested so far, is unable to cleave a ptRNA in trans (9) . Since Mja RPR is missing both A-bulges in the TBS, efficient TSL recognition and ptRNA processing is unlikely.
Insights into the role of RPPs in substrate recognition and cleavage-site selection Footprinting studies indicate that RPP21RPP29 and POP5RPP30 interact with the S and C domains, respectively (6, 42) . This demarcation is consistent with results from single-turnover kinetic studies, which indicate that POP5RPP30 (but not RPP21RPP29) is solely responsible for increasing the rate of the phosphodiester bond-breaking step [(9); Chen et al., in press]. Conversely, RPP21RPP29 (and not POP5RPP30) lowers the apparent K m indicating its role in increasing the RPR's affinity for ptRNA substrate (Chen et al., in press). Although the two archaeal binary RPP complexes fulfil different (if partly overlapping) roles by binding to distinct parts of the RPR, both appear capable of influencing cleavage-site selection, although through distinct mechanisms.
As discussed above, the archaeal RPR's S domain (unlike the bacterial RPR) appears incapable of recognizing the TSL region in the substrates. However, our data indicate that the binding of RPP21RPP29 renders the archaeal RPR's S domain a mimic of the bacterial counterpart in terms of substrate recognition. Somehow, it mediates directly (or indirectly via the RPR) recognition of the substrate's TSL, a cleavage-site determinant. One would predict then that while the Pfu RPR would be indifferent to the presence of the T-loop in influencing cleavage-site selection, the RPR + RPP21RPP29 complex (by virtue of its ability to recognize the T-loop) would be sensitive to the presence of a T-loop or a GAAA tetraloop and exhibit a shift in the cleavage site when the TSL/TBS interaction is altered. Indeed, while the Pfu RPR cleaved both pATSerCG and pATSerCG GAAA preferentially at +1, the Pfu RPR+RPP21RPP29 complex cleaved the former at +1 and the latter mainly at À1 (akin to Eco RPR; Figure 7E ). However, note that the cleavage site also depends on the structural topography of the À1/+73 pair in the substrate, i.e. C À1 /G +73 versus U À1 /G +73 ( Figure 7B and E) . Together, these data suggest that binding of RPP21RPP29 to the Pfu RPR results in convergence of the archaeal RPR's substrate-recognition properties with those of the bacterial RPR.
In bacterial RPRs, the GGU-motif in the P15-loop pairs with the 3 0 NCCA-motif in the substrate forming the 'RCCA-RNase P RNA interaction' [interacting residues underlined; (2,51-53)]. Although not comprehensively studied as in the bacterial context, this interaction has been suggested to be important for ptRNA processing by the Pyrococcus horikoshii RNase P holoenzyme (44) . Based on compensatory mutations to rescue artificially engineered base-pairing defects, we have validated this interaction in the Pfu RPR-alone reaction (Figure 2 in Supplementary Data). Moreover, since POP5RPP30 binds to the C domain near the P15-loop and there is evidence of crosstalk between metal ions at and in the vicinity of the RCCA-RNase P RNA interaction and those at the cleavage site during bacterial RNase P catalysis (6, 31, 39, 40) , we predict that POP5RPP30 would influence the positioning of catalytic Mg 2+ ions. In this context, when the TSL/TBS interaction is absent (e.g. in the case of pATSerCG GAAA ), POP5RPP30 promotes cleavage mainly at +1 in contrast to cleavage preferentially at À1 observed with RPP21RPP29 ( Figure 7E , compare lanes 3 and 4). Extending these studies to all four RPPs yields an interesting insight regarding the possible hierarchy of ES interactions that likely dictate catalytic metal ion positioning and/ or affinity, and thereby cleavage-site selection. In the presence of all four RPPs, the RPR cleaves pATSerCG GAAA largely at À1 ( Figure 7E, lane 5) . The TSL/TBS interaction (even if it deviates from the norm as in pATSerCG GAAA ) promoted by RPP21RPP29 appears therefore to override the influence of POP5RPP30 via the P15-loop in organizing events at and in the vicinity of the cleavage site, including the catalytic metal ions.
Another inference emerges from comparing the Pfu RPR+POP5RPP30-mediated cleavages of pATSer CG GAAA (cleaved mainly at +1) and pMini3bpCG (cleaved $50% at +1). In the latter instance, there are only two determinants: the À1 residue (the A 248 /N À1 interaction) and the 3 0 -NCCA-motif. It appears that the absence of a long acceptor stem might result in the modestly decreased cleavage of pMini3bpCG at the À1 position. In the presence of all four RPPs, the cleavage of pMini3bpCG at +1 ($50%) parallels that observed with POP5RPP30, as might be anticipated from the negligible or lack of contribution of RPP21RPP29 for a substrate that lacks a T-loop capping the acceptor/T-stem (e.g. pATSerCG GAAA ). Thus, the functional interplay between the RPR/RPPs and substrate is clearly dependent on the structural features present in substrates.
CONCLUDING REMARK
The identification of small model substrates that are efficiently cleaved by in vitro assembled archaeal RNase P, coupled with the availability of facile methods to incorporate site-specific modifications during chemical synthesis of small RNAs, should motivate studies to elucidate structure-activity relationships in substrates and map the structural features in archaeal RNase P critical for substrate recognition.
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